
A closer look at the Cooperative Planning approach is both
timely and relevant for an international audience for a number
of reasons: Conceptually, Cooperative Planning is a theory-
based framework that combines ideas of participation and
creation for PA into an innovative whole-of-system
From a practical PA promotion perspective, it
many existing techniques by focusing both on
multipliers and members of the target group, and by

all of them in the decisive intervention development process
(e.g. rather than only via opinion polls or focus groups). This
symposium will allow us to combine evidence from four
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Background
Implementing effective physical activity (PA) interventions
into routine practice is challenging once research funds run
out, and only a minority of programs are successfully moved
from research to practice settings and become embedded in a
system. Participatory approaches are seen as a means to
overcome this trap and sustainably implement and scale-up
programs. This presentation provides methodological and
methodological overview of the cooperative planning approach
(CP), a participatory method increasingly used in PA
promotion in the last years.
Methods
We reviewed the literature to trace the origins of the CP
approach, outline its basic theoretical foundations, and
summarize its central components and procedures. In addi-
tion, we compiled a structured overview of previous CP
projects to highlight potential application contexts of the
approach. Building on the results of a scoping review, we
position the CP method within the body of existing
participatory approaches based on Arnstein’s ladder of
participation.
Results
From a theoretical point of view, CP can be traced to the
literature on knowledge co-creation and participatory research.
It bears conceptual similarities with various organization-
based planning methods. There are several distinctive char-
acteristics that set it apart, including (a) the heterogeneity and
expertise of participants, (b) a specific process sequence,
(c) key success indicators, and (d) structured outputs.
Variations of the approach have been successfully employed
in sports development and physical activity promotion for
target groups across the life-course. Positioning CP within the
universe of existing approaches shows that it offers compara-
tively high levels of participation, is focused on later stages of
the implementation process, and is well-suited to be combined
with other methods of participation (e.g. citizen science).
Conclusions
The CP approach constitutes an alternative to existing
knowledge co-creation and participatory approaches that
may help overcome the problem of the pilot project trap. It
can be easily adapted to different contexts but is especially
suitable for settings where the development of specific
measures for PA promotion is required. However, a successful
implementation of the CP process depends on a number of

prerequisites, e.g. sufficient resources and the engagement of
key persons identified as ‘champions’.
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Background
Interventions to promote health-enhancing physical activity in
early childhood education and care settings are most successful
when tailored to the specific needs of each childcare centre and
providing ongoing support to address context-specific barriers.
Our research project therefore initiated organizational devel-
opment processes in 12 childcare centres in Southern Germany
supported by coaching and self-assessment tools. The staff of
each centre was instructed to set three centre-specific SMART
goals targeting physical activity and to use Goal Attainment
Scaling in order to track the success at implementation. This
qualitative study aims at exploring childcare centre directors’
views on the guided planning process and identifying
facilitators and barriers for its implementation.
Methods
We conducted guided semi-structured interviews with the
directors of the centres after the 12- month organizational
development process. 9 out of 12 directors were interviewed. The
interviews were recorded, transcribed and analysed using
qualitative content analysis with inductive category development.
Results
Childcare directors mainly considered themselves to be the
person with the greatest responsibility for the success of the
process. The coaching was regarded as helpful for structuring
the process, involving the whole team and becoming clearer
about goals. Several factors were identified as facilitators: a
beneficial personnel situation, the intrinsic motivation of staff,
good team cooperation, a high priority of physical activity,
previous experience with similar projects, pressure for change,
individual drivers, a good infrastructure, parents’ support and
support from the administrating organization. Reported
barriers included team conflicts, lack of willingness to accept
change and shortness of time.
Conclusions
Several contextual and interpersonal factors seem to influence
the extent to which a cooperative planning process can be
implemented by the staff of a childcare centre. The results help
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